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Growing concerns about anthropogenic climate change and its eﬀects on the environment have encouraged
signiﬁcant recent developments towards decarbonizing the energy system. Developments in transportation
technology, such as vehicle electriﬁcation, can result in signiﬁcant CO2, particulate matter, and SOx reductions
over the lifetime of a vehicle. The shipping industry alone accounted for 2.1% of global greenhouse gas emissions
in 2012, however, due to energy requirements and weight restrictions, batteries and direct electriﬁcation cannot
be used to mitigate emissions. Synthetic fuels, as an indirect electriﬁcation option, are a viable solution to
achieve emission reduction goals. The purpose of this study is to determine the most cost eﬀective combination
of synthetic fuels and fuel cells or internal combustion engines to replace fossil oil as the main propulsion fuel in
the shipping industry in 2030 and 2040. The fuels, namely RE-FT-Diesel, RE-LNG, RE-LH2 and RE-MeOH, are
analysed for both an internal combustion engine and a fuel cell. The scenarios were analysed by comparing the
levelised cost of mobility (LCOM). The LCOM was composed of 5 diﬀerent facets including the capex of the
engines/fuel cells and the tanks, the opex of the engines/fuel cells, the cost of lost cargo space, fuel cost and the
CO2 cost. The ﬁnal unit of comparison was €/1000DWT-km. It was determined that hydrogen fuel cells were the
most likely to replace fossil internal combustion engines if the fuel cells follow their expected development.
Signiﬁcant gains in fuel cell average eﬃciency and decreases in production cost between today and 2030 and
2040 are factors contributing to the competitiveness. A CO2 cost was set to 61 €/tCO2 in 2030 and 75 €/tCO2 in
2040. Most of the other technology combinations are close to competing with fossil diesel with a CO2 price in
2040; however, hydrogen fuel cells are close to competing with fossil fuel without a CO2 cost in 2040.

1. Introduction
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) reported that 2.1%
of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions were produced by the shipping industry in 2012 [1]. This is due in large part to the burning of
fossil fuels as the primary means of propulsion. Vergara et al. [2] investigated ways to reduce the carbon footprint in the shipping industry
through changing the ship’s design or the way it operates. The authors
found seven main focus areas: mission reﬁnement, resistance reduction,
propulsor selection, propulsor-hull-prime mover optimisation, prime
mover selection, propulsion augments, and using new fuels. The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimated that switching to
cleaner fuels such as biofuels, nuclear, and synthetic fuels/hydrogen
produced from both fossil and non-fossil sources, could result in a 22%
emission reduction to help meet the target set forth in the WRE 450 by
2050 [3].
The maritime industry is also a heavy emitter of SOx, NOx, and
particulate matter due to high concentrations of sulfur and other
⁎

elements and compounds in the fuel [5]. To mitigate these emissions,
the IMO [6] released guidelines regarding emissions from ships that
were published in The International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). It is the most widely accepted international agreement used to regulate intentional and unintentional
shipboard pollution, which as of 2005, also includes air pollution
emissions from ships [7]. The MARPOL document speciﬁcally regulates
global emissions of SOx, NOx, and particulate matter and sets requirements for reducing emissions. Two methods that are viable options for
achieving the emission reduction goals include either switching to alternative, cleaner, fuels or purifying emissions utilizing installed
equipment [6].
1.1. Current pollution controls
The two primary focuses of emission controls involve reduction of
GHG emissions, and reduction of SOx, NOx, and particulate matter
emissions. GHG emissions can be reduced by using biofuels, lower
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Nomenclature
bbl
capex
CCS
crf
DWT
ECA
EGR
FC
GHG
HFO
ICE
IMO
LCOE
LCOM
LNG
MARPOL
MCFC

MDO
Marine Diesel Oil
MeOH
Methanol
MGO
Marine Gas Oil
N
Lifetime
opex
Operational Expenditures
PEM FC Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell
PPM
Parts Per Million
PtX
Power-to-X
RE-FT-Diesel Renewable Electricity-based Fischer Tropsch Diesel
RE-LH2 Renewable Electricity-based Liquid Hydrogen
RE-MeOH Renewable Electricity-based Methanol
RE-LNG Renewable Electricity-based Liquid Synthetic Natural Gas
RWGS
Reverse Water-Gas Shift
SCR
Selective Catalytic Reduction
SOFC
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
SWRO
Seawater Reverse Osmosis
TEU
Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit
USD
United States Dollar
WACC
Weighted Average Cost of Capital

Barrel
Capital Expenditures
Carbon Capture and Storage
Capital Recovery Factor
Dry Weight Tonne
Emission Control Area
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Fuel Cell
Greenhouse Gas
Heavy Fuel Oil
Internal Combustion Engine
International Maritime Organization
Levelized Cost of Electricity
Levelized Cost of Mobility
Liqueﬁed Natural Gas
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships
Molten Carbon Fuel Cell

The GHG emissions for LNG were highly dependent on the leakage rate.
Assuming no leakage rate, Bengtsson et al. found that the global
warming potential could be reduced by as much as 20% from the HFO
case by switching to LNG. Unfortunately, a more realistic assumed
value of 2% leakage rate resulted in no net decrease in CO2 emissions
over the fuel’s life-cycle.
The other predominant method to control SOx, NOx, and particulate
matter emissions from ships involves emission puriﬁcation machinery.
Selective catalytic reduction is used to reduce up to 95% of NOx that is
created on ships. Scrubber technologies can be used to reduce around
98% of the sulfur from the emissions. Both technologies require additional capital expenditures (capex) and operational expenditures (opex)
[13].
Many believe that cleaner fuel is potentially a long-term solution to
both emission problems, SOx and particulates. The IMO published two
studies which highlighted the pros and cons of using alternative fuel
choices and summarized the current status of the technology, focusing
on the use of natural gas and methanol (MeOH) [14,15]. Each of these
fuels contains signiﬁcantly lower amounts of particulate matter as well
as sulfur. The LNG study [14] presented three scenarios to meet future
emission reduction goals including: (1) a vessel powered by marine gas
oil (MGO) with selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR), (2) a vessel powered by HFO with a scrubber and
SCR, and (3) a vessel powered by LNG. The study found that LNG engines are less expensive than the HFO alternative but no conclusion was
made when compared to the MGO option. In addition, comparing fuel
prices showed that MGO was often more expensive than HFO on an
energy basis while LNG was often lower in price between 2003 and
2011. The methanol study [15] compared the costs of a methanol
powered ship vs. a MGO alternative by comparing payback time. They
found that with a high MGO fuel price, relative to historical prices over
the past several years, the payback time for the methanol engine could
be as low as 1.2 years. Low MGO prices resulted in a payback time over
15 years. The results of both studies were highly inﬂuenced by projected fuel prices.
Another research group, European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA),
compared MGO with SCR/EGR, HFO with scrubber and SCR, LNG, and
MeOH [16]. The case study that they conducted concluded that the
lowest investment cost was for the MGO internal combustion engine
(ICE) system, followed by the MeOH ICE, HFO ICE and LNG ICE. These
results vary from the IMO study which found that installed costs for
HFO are higher than LNG. Although many of these reports disagree on
exactly which fuel and technology combination will become the most

emission fuels, or carbon capture and storage. Emissions such as SOx,
NOx, and particulate matter can be reduced through using fuels with
lower contents of sulfur and particulate matter, creating cleaner fuels,
or treating the emissions for NOx, SOx, and particulate matter.
Biofuel use can reduce emissions; however, special attention needs
to be given to the entire life cycle of the fuel. For example, land
clearance required to produce the feedstock may result in a net increase
of emissions from the fuel over its lifetime [8]. In addition to these
concerns, Vassilev and Vassileva [9] indicated that several biofuel stock
sources compete with food either directly through using food as a fuel
stock, or indirectly by competing for viable growing land for the fuel
stock. Algae is considered to be the most promising biofuel stock source
to meet energy demands, as it has the lowest environmental impact.
Unfortunately, it has a high production cost and often consists of high
levels of alkaline, halogen elements and ash.
Taljegard et al. [4] evaluated the economics of switching to alternative fuels for shipping. Their model limited CO2 concentrations to
400 ppm and 500 ppm and determined how alternative fuels could be
used to help meet these goals. They found that the fuel market would be
dominated by fuel oil in 2030 with the second largest contribution
being liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG). In 2040, fuel oil and LNG have almost equal shares in the power makeup with a small third portion for
other alternative fuels. Their model incorporated other sectors such as
stationary power and heating to determine the optimal usage of fuels in
various sectors, e.g. transportation. The results indicated that fossil
fuels will be a primary fuel source into 2040 and 2050.
Fossil fuels can be converted to cleaner fuels to reduce emissions, as
depicted by Xu et al. [10] in their study of converting coal to clean fuels
in China. The process to convert coal to cleaner fuels allows for the
extraction of sulfur and other harmful pollutants prior to ﬁnal combustion, which can greatly reduce the emission factors, however, the
process does not signiﬁcantly impact the GHG emission factor from the
fossil fuels. GHG emissions can be addressed through carbon capture
and storage (CCS). Li et al. [11] identiﬁed various methods of CCS including geological sequestration, mineral carbonation, ocean storage,
and chemical and liquid energy carriers which can be used to prevent
the release of the GHG emissions to the atmosphere.
Switching fuels from heavy fuel oil (HFO) to LNG and other lowsulfur fossil fuels can reduce the acidiﬁcation potential but has a negligible eﬀect on the aggregate GHG emissions. Bengtsson et al. [12]
conducted a life cycle assessment for various fossil marine fuels and
found that switching fuels can result in an 82–90% reduction in acidiﬁcation potential and a 78–90% reduction in eutrophication potential.
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mobility (LCOM) for marine ships. The LCOM aggregates the costs of an
individual system, including all capex and opex, into one number for
comparison represented in today’s prices. In this analysis, the resulting
unit of LCOM was €/1000DWT-km. In this study, Eq. (1) was used to
calculate the LCOM while Eq. (2) was used to calculate the capital recovery factor (crf). A weighted average cost of capital of 7% was used.
The lifetime of the ship’s power technology was assumed to be 25 years.

viable economic option in the future, all the studies agree that the fuel
will be sourced predominantly from fossil fuel or biomass.
1.2. Proposed emission controls
Synthetically produced fuels created from hydrogen, sourced from
electrolysis, and CO2, captured from the environment, can eﬀectively
meet the most stringent SOx and particulate emission standards, as well
as create a carbon neutral cycle. Electriﬁcation is a common practice to
reduce emissions in many other forms of transportation, but due to
weight and space restrictions on the ship as well as power requirements
for trans-oceanic journeys, batteries on their own cannot be used as a
clean energy source [17,18]. Synthetic fuels are a way to capitalize on
the plummeting costs of renewable electricity (RE) sources, such as
wind and solar photovoltaic, as well as decarbonize the shipping sector
[19–21]. Various synthetic fuels can be produced economically which
can serve as drop-in fuels for their fossil equivalents. The synthetic fuel
options evaluated in this research include RE-based Fischer-Tropsch
(FT) diesel (RE-FT-Diesel), liquiﬁed hydrogen (RE-LH2), liqueﬁed synthetic natural gas (RE-LNG), and methanol (RE-MeOH). We evaluated
these fuels when used both in an internal combustion engine and in a
fuel cell. Analyzing the various cost factors associated with the fuels
and their conversion technologies allows for the determination of the
lowest levelized cost of mobility (LCOM) for a decarbonized shipping
industry. We consider the years 2030 and 2040. The scope of this research is to evaluate the fuel and engine options to achieve net zero
emissions in the marine sector as required by the Paris Agreement [22].
This automatically implies a full phase out of SOx and particulate
matter and can also imply substantial NOx reduction, depending on the
fuel. This paper evaluates the environmental and cost advantages of
using synthetic fuels to achieve required emission targets in the marine
industry.

(CapexTank + CapexPower )·crf + OpexPower + Cost of lost cargo
LCOM =

+ Fuel cost + CO2 cost
DWT ·Yearly Distance Traveled
(1)

crf =

WACC·(1 + WACC ) N
(1 + WACC ) N −1

(2)

Six diﬀerent components were factored into the LCOM: capex for the
tank, CapexTank, capex for the installed power, CapexPower, annual income lost to fuel space, Cost of lost cargo, Fuel cost, GHG emission cost,
CO2 cost, and opex for the installed power, OpexPower. The analysis was
conducted in Euros. A conversion factor of 1.3 USD/€ was used, since it
represents the long-term average.
2.2. Capital expenditures
The capex data for the internal combustion engines and the fuel
cells (FC) were combined from a variety of sources. Taljegard et al. [4]
conducted a comprehensive literature study in their analysis for alternative fuels in the maritime industry. The cost information for all the
ICE and fuel storage tanks were taken from Taljegard et al. [4] while the
cost information for the FC were based on the projections found from
the IEA [23] and Cerri et al. [24]. Table 1 summarizes the capex data
used in 2030 and 2040.
Validation of this data was based on a study conducted by the
European Maritime Safety Agency [16]. The agency’s study investigated the feasibility of using methanol speciﬁcally as a fuel source
on ships, comparing its use to commercially available technology. The
report has capex values for MGO, LNG, and MeOH internal combustion
engine powered ships. The capex values were found to be similar to
those found in [4], albeit slightly higher due to the agglomeration of
tank and the installed power cost together as one value. Ultimately, the
values from [4] were selected because of the detail of the data available
and the separation of the tank and installed power costs. In many cases,
the data showed that the larger the installed power was on a ship, the
lower the engine capex costs were per kW. It was assumed that the ICE
capex did not change appreciably between 2030 and 2040 as the
technology has already matured.
Fuel cells are still under development for commercial purposes.
Three distinct types are currently thought to be viable options for use
on ships. Proton exchange membrane (PEM) FC technology is in the
most advanced stages of development and are the most extensively
tested FC in a maritime environment. Their eﬃciencies currently range

2. Methodology
Data used in this study was procured from the Third IMO
Greenhouse Gas Study 2014 [1]. The study provided representative
data including ship type, size, average dead weight (DWT), average fuel
consumption, average days at sea, and average installed power for the
entire international ﬂeet. Most of the ﬂeet is composed of ships powered by heavy fuel oil or marine diesel oil (MDO). With less than 1% of
global shipping powered by alternative fuels such as LNG, we assumed
that the data was representative of diesel powered ships [1]. The power,
cost and eﬃciency requirements for the technologies were estimated
based on the information gathered from various other sources. The
assumptions made and the data sources on which they are based are
discussed in Sections 2.1–2.7.
2.1. Levelized cost of mobility
The ﬁnal cost comparison is conducted through the levelized cost of

Table 1
Summary of capex values. The ﬁrst number designates the 2030 values and the second number designates the 2040 values.
Short sea vessel cost

MGO ICE
MeOH ICE
LNG ICE
H2 ICE
MGO FC
MeOH FC
LNG FC
H2 FC

Deep sea vessel cost

Container vessel cost

ICE/FC [€/kW]

Storage Tank [€/kWh]

ICE/FC [€/kW]

Storage Tank [€/kWh]

ICE/FC [€/kW]

Storage Tank [€/kWh]

538/538
554/554
781/781
781/781
2650/2379
2650/2379
2650/2379
1692/1519

0.083/0.083
0.139/0.139
0.305/0.305
0.831/0.831
0.083/0.083
0.139/0.139
0.305/0.305
0.831/0.831

462/462
477/477
669/669
669/669
2650/2379
2650/2379
2650/2379
1692/1519

0.083/0.083
0.139/0.139
0.305/0.305
0.831/0.831
0.083/0.083
0.139/0.139
0.305/0.305
0.831/0.831

385/385
400/400
558/558
558/558
2650/2379
2650/2379
2650/2379
1692/1519

0.083/0.083
0.139/0.139
0.305/0.305
0.831/0.831
0.083/0.083
0.139/0.139
0.305/0.305
0.831/0.831
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per unit volume than RE-FT-Diesel, thus requiring a larger fuel tank. A
diesel ICE was used as the base case. Three diﬀerent ship sizes were
selected to be representative of the entire shipping ﬂeet: short-sea
vessels requiring fuel for a 7-day trip, deep-sea vessels requiring fuel for
a 30-day trip, and container ships requiring fuel for a 15-day trip. These
trip durations and sizes were selected to be similar to those used in the
Taljegard et al. model [4]. By using conversion eﬃciencies and the
energy contents of the various fuels, the required fuel space volume was
calculated for RE-LH2, RE-MeOH, and RE-LNG as well. The diﬀerence in
volume between the base case and the diﬀerent fuel scenarios resulted
in a volume of cargo space lost per trip, assuming ships maintained
their same size.
The price of shipping cargo was determined based on historical
averages. Between 2001 and 2015, the price to ship container cargo
from Asia to various parts of Europe and North America varied between
684 USD/TEU (twenty-foot equivalent unit) and 2429 USD/TEU
[28–31]. These prices were highly dependent upon the destination of
the goods and the current market conditions. Over the past several
years, there has been a surplus of shipping capacity in the market due to
slow economic growth. The surplus of capacity has resulted in lower
shipping prices [32]. The average price per TEU of 1662 USD/TEU for
the period 2001–2015 had been used as a baseline. By the year 2030,
the price per TEU of goods shipped could signiﬁcantly increase as the
shipping market rebalances itself as supply decreases or demand increases.
The combination of the required cargo space to be used for fuel, the
average number of days each ship spends at sea, and the estimated price
of the cargo per liter resulted in the calculation of the annual money
lost to fuel space requirements. The proﬁt lost in cargo shipment was
based on volume displaced by fuel.

between 32% and 49%. Furthermore, they have the lowest cost per
installed power of the FC options, and can operate at low temperatures.
Unfortunately, PEM FC can only operate eﬃciently on high purity hydrogen unless the fuel is reformed prior to entering the FC [23,4]. The
other two types of FC that show promise for maritime applications are
Molten Carbonate FC and Solid Oxide FC. Both technologies are still in
the early development stages and therefore have few predictions for
costs and eﬃciency development into the future. Both MC and SO FC
also allow for fuel reforming within the FC that enables them to operate
on alternate fuels such as diesel, LNG, or methanol. The SOFC was selected for the analysis due to more readily available predictions on its
future development [24,23,4]. The SOFC was used for the RE-FT-Diesel,
RE-LNG, and the RE-MeOH. The PEM FC was used for the RE-LH2 because of lower costs overall.
The fuel cell prices from Taljegard et al. [4] assumed an industry
goal of 1500 USD/kW (1154 €/kW) installed power capacity being
reached at technology maturity for all FC technologies. Further assumptions include the stacks being replaced every 5–6 years with the
stacks’ cost being approximately 33% the cost of the initial installed
power. The IEA [23] and Cerri et al. [24] provided price forecasts out to
2030 and 2040 for various FC. The IEA report forecasts PEM FC to have
an installed capacity price of 638 €/kW in 2030 and 573 €/kW in 2040.
Cerri et al. forecasted that the capex of a SOFC would reduce to 1000 €/
kW by the year 2030 but also recognized that there are some key
technological challenges to overcome in order for this to occur. The IEA
[23] has designated several key development goals to be achieved between 2025 and 2035 for SOFC. First, the lifetime of the fuel cell needs
to increase to over 50,000 h with acceptable degradation in real world
conditions. Second, the operational ﬂexibility needs to be increased.
Last, the cost needs to decrease. In addition, Cerri et al. [24] forecast a
decrease in operational temperature. These technological challenges,
and the youth of the technology prevented an accurate cost prediction
to 2040. For the model’s purpose, the cost reduction of the SOFC was
assumed to follow a similar trend to that of the PEM FC, e.g. approximately a 10% cost reduction between 2030 and 2040.

2.5. Synthetic fuel
Each of the fuels analyzed in this report is created synthetically from
a cost optimized hybrid PV-Wind and battery plant, CO2 direct air
capture (DAC), electrolysis, and various other chemical processing
methods. None of the fuel sources are fossil in origin thus making the
fuels carbon neutral. The exception in the model is RE-LNG production
which has leakage. Due to incomplete combustion and processing of the
fuel in the ICE and FC, it is assumed that 2% of the fuel is unintentionally released into the environment. The IPCC has calculated that
1 kg of methane is the equivalent of 25 kg of CO2 when compared as a
GHG on a 100-year basis, which can result in a signiﬁcant CO2 cost
[33].
The processes and the cost of the fuels created from those processes
were obtained from a model used by Fasihi et al. [34–37]. The model
assumptions for hydrogen liquefaction were obtained from a 2011
study [38] conducted by the US Department of Energy which sought to
signiﬁcantly increase energy and cost savings in the liquefaction process. The projected 2017 cost and eﬃciency projections for large scale
plants were used in the model for 2030 and a 10% increase in eﬃciency
and decrease in cost was assumed for 2040. The individual fuel costs
were calculated using the same methods in the papers and the assumptions were solely made [38] for Argentina. This is because Argentina contains some of the best regions in the world for solar irradiation and wind strength and consistency which can result in one of
the lowest global levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for wind and solar
energy. Comparable regions in the world cost-vise would be in
Maghreb, the Horn of Africa or Western Australia [36]. The model locates all the power-to-X (PtX) plants near the coast which minimizes the
need for expensive overland shipping of the fuel. This analysis provides
a cost-based technology evaluation. It does not consider speciﬁc safety
concerns or challenges associated with the various alternative technologies or speciﬁc, non-cost-based advantages of particular technologies.
Fasihi et al.’s model [34–37] seeks to produce the lowest levelized

2.3. Operational expenditures
Most of the information found concerning opex on a ship combined
all of the opex data for machinery on the vessel into one aggregate
number. It often did not have a separate category for the engines alone.
Therefore, the opex data was compiled from various sources. The diesel
ICE was assumed to have similar opex values to a diesel ICE power
plant. The diesel engines utilized were assumed to be low speed diesels
which resulted in a ﬁxed opex of 9.42 €/kW and a variable opex cost of
0.77 €cents/kWh [25]. MeOH ICE were assumed to have similar opex to
the diesel engine as it is a similar fuel. The opex for LNG ICE used on
ships is still being determined as the technology becomes more widely
used. The lower estimates are typically associated with the assumption
that since LNG is a cleaner fuel to burn, it will require less maintenance
than a diesel engine. Contrarily, the higher estimates assume that opex
increases because extra and more expensive equipment is needed for
safety and to store and convert the LNG to be used in the engine
[14,26]. Opex for LNG engines were assumed to cost 10% more than
diesel which is in line with the report from Anderson et al. [27]. As
hydrogen ICE are not widely used on ships, their opex costs were assumed to be similar to LNG ICE opex costs. As all fuel cells are still
under development and not widely used in the maritime industry, the
annual ﬁxed opex was assumed to be 5% of the initial installed costs
that is in line with the IEA forecast for PEM FC [23].
2.4. Cost of lost cargo
The third cost factor was associated with the cargo. The cost of lost
cargo space was calculated based on the fuel requirements in each
scenario. RE-LH2, RE-MeOH, and RE-LNG have a lower energy density
233
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that fuel. The best production sites are the ﬁrst to be utilized for fuel
production, which typically means those with a close proximity to the
coast and favorable solar and wind conditions. According to the IMO,
the annual energy used by the international shipping community
ranged between 2900 and 3750 TWh per year in 2011 [1]. The EIA [40]
calculated that global energy demand on marine vessels was 3489 TWh
in 2012 and project the energy demand to grow to 5153 TWh by 2040.
The average cost of the fuels used in the calculation was selected as
between 15% and 20% higher than the low-end costs from the industrial cost curve due to the amount of fuel required globally. A larger
price was not selected because inexpensive fuel can be produced either
by utilizing other optimal locations in the world for solar and wind,
such as Maghreb, Horn of Africa or Western Australia, or increasing the
20% limit to landmass use in the model for solar or wind energy capture. As only 60% of the fuel created through Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
is diesel, a larger amount of fuel needs to be created to meet the fuel
demand. This results in more non-ideal locations being utilized for fuel
production.

cost of synfuel by optimizing a combination of PV, Wind, energy storage, transmission line and synthesis plant facilities. First, the landmass
of Argentina was divided into 0.45° by 0.45° regions. In each square, no
more than 10% of its land area could be utilized by a PV plant and no
more than 10% of its land area could be covered in a wind farm. The
power production and consumption were calculated on an hourly basis
and the power generated was always transmitted to the nearest coast
where the PtX plants were located. With these restrictions and the design values used by Fasihi et al., the individual fuel prices were calculated [34–38].
The fuels under consideration include RE-LH2, RE-LNG, RE-FTDiesel, and RE-MeOH. Each of the fuels analyzed are created using similar initial processes. First, renewable energy from wind and solar is
used to operate a seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) plant to obtain
fresh water. The fresh water then undergoes electrolysis which produces hydrogen and oxygen. The produced oxygen price is not factored
into the fuel prices. If the oxygen was captured and sold as a byproduct
of the process, then there is potential for further cost reductions in each
of the fuels. When the targeted fuel is RE-LH2, then the Hydrogen is
captured and liquiﬁed for storage. If the target fuel production is any of
the other three, then the subsequent step is CO2 capture from the environment using the solar or wind as the power source and excess heat
from electrolyzers, methanation or other synthesis units. The RE-H2
produced and the captured CO2 are the basic requirements for the
creation of the other three fuels. Combining those constituents and
utilizing a methanation process results in methane production. Reacting
them through a methanol synthesis process results in RE-MeOH production. Finally, using reverse water-gas shift (RWGS), Fischer Tropsch
and hydrocracking results in a series of liquid fuels include naphtha, jet
fuel/kerosene, and diesel. Overall, the RE-LH2 has a conversion eﬃciency of 73.7%, the RE-LNG process has a conversion eﬃciency of
58.6%, the RE-MeOH has a conversion eﬃciency of 60.6% and the PtL
(Power-to-Liquid) process has a conversion eﬃciency of 51.7% on a
higher heating value (HHV) basis [34–36,38,39].
Each of the fuels is created with varying degrees of complexity and
energy requirements, and therefore production costs. The calculated
costs of synthetic fuel production, selected from the fuel cost model, are
51 (46) €/MWh, 88 (78) €/MWh, 88 (78) €/MWh, and 96 (89) €/MWh,
and for RE-LH2, RE-LNG, RE-MeOH, and RE-FT-Diesel respectively for
the year 2030 (2040). Fig. 1 shows the industrial cost curve for the
production of the fuels from the model in Argentina.
As the amount of fuel production increases, so too does the cost of

2.6. Fossil diesel
Fossil diesel was used as the baseline fuel to which all the other fuels
were compared. It was assumed that the cost of installed capex and
opex on a ship run by fossil diesel and RE-FT-diesel would be similar.
New regulations restricting the emissions from ships has led to equipment such as scrubbers and SCR becoming more common. The costs
and operation of these additional equipment were not factored into the
analysis. The price of the diesel and associated carbon emissions of the
fuel was calculated based on gathered data from the IPCC [41] and the
EIA [42]. The price of fossil diesel was then used to calculate the LCOM
for each of the vessel types which provided the baseline. Using this
method, we were able to forecast what USD/bbl oil price would result
in each of the individual technologies becoming economically feasible
as the price of diesel is a function of crude oil price.
According to Bloomberg [43], the price of crude oil is expected to
increase by the year 2030 and decrease slightly by the year 2040.
Bloomberg forecasts the price to be 98 USD/bbl (44 €/MWh) in 2030
and 96 USD/bbl (43 €/MWh) in 2040. Two sets of diesel prices were
calculated, one with and one without a carbon tax in each year. The
carbon price was set to 61 €/tCO2 in 2030 and 75 €/tCO2 in 2040 [43].

Fig. 1. Industrial cost curves for synthetic fuel production in Argentina powered by hybrid PV-Wind power plants.
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when combined with other energy technologies such as turbines. We
assumed the eﬃciency of SOFC will be 53% in 2030 and 62% in 2040.

2.7. System eﬃciencies
In the study conducted by Taljegard et al. [4], the eﬃciencies were
set at 40% for all ICE and at 45% for all FC technologies. ICE eﬃciency
values on ships have ranged from 40% to 50%. Through conducting a
literature review, Taljegard et al. [4] found that the limited information
available for alternative fuel choices in ships has not formed a consensus on eﬃciency beneﬁts or decreases versus diesel ships. Therefore,
the authors selected a 40% eﬃciency for all ICE types. According to
MAN Diesel & Turbo [44], the eﬃciency of their medium speed diesel
engines is currently between 45% and 49% for stationary applications.
Wärtsilä [45] claims that their new engines for marine applications are
between 42% and 52% eﬃcient as of 2014. Following the eﬃciency
increase trend shown in their data, it is projected that the average efﬁciency of marine diesel engines will be 46% in 2030 and 47% in 2040.
We believe these to be conservative values. LNG and H2 ICE were assumed to have the same eﬃciencies as their diesel counterparts.
Thomson et al. [46] found that current marine LNG engines operate
between 40% and 50% eﬃciency while Edwards et al. [47] found that
the eﬃciencies of H2 ICE can be up to 50–52%. They noted that alternative engine designs may allow for further eﬃciency increases.
Methanol engines are not widely used currently. Bromberg and Cohn
[48] found that their eﬃciencies can be signiﬁcantly higher than their
diesel engine counterpart. An average eﬃciency of 46% was selected in
2030 and 49% in 2040.
The fuel cells in the study conducted by Taljegard et al. [4] were
assumed to have an eﬃciency of 45% in the base case with eﬃciencies
ranging as high as 48% in the high-end scenario. According to the IEA
[23], PEM FC are forecasted to be 54% eﬃcient by the year 2030 and
57% eﬃcient by 2040. PEM FC are limited, however, to only being able
to use high purity H2 as a fuel. Alternative fuel cells that are still under
development are the SOFC and the MCFC which are more ﬂexible with
fuel choices and can use any of the synthetic fuel choices researched in
this study. Taljegard et al. [4] found the eﬃciencies in these fuel cells to
range between 45% and 50%. The IEA currently has found the eﬃciency of SOFC to range between 50% and 70% of the HHV and the
eﬃciency of MCFC to be over 60% based on HHV. Cerri et al. [24] also
noted that SOFC have the potential for higher eﬃciencies, particularly

3. Results
Fig. 2 shows the resulting LCOM for three diﬀerent classiﬁcations of
vessels. According to the study conducted in [4], all the global vessels
were classiﬁed into three categories: short sea vessels, deep sea vessels,
and container ships. The short-sea vessels were classiﬁed as any vessels
under 15,000 DWT. The deep-sea vessels were those over 15,000 DWT.
The container ship category encompassed all container ships.
Fig. 2 shows the levelized cost of mobility for all fuel options in all
combustion engines in both 2030 and 2040. Using the base assumptions
listed in this paper, the hydrogen ICE has the lowest LCOM both in 2030
and in 2040. Hydrogen fuel price contribution is the lowest, but it is the
most aﬀected by variation in cargo prices and required power. The low
energy density per unit volume of hydrogen makes the tank capex
signiﬁcantly more sensitive to energy requirements on the ship than the
other fuels. Fuel price is the most signiﬁcant contributor to the LCOM of
the diﬀerent fuel types and the tank capex is the smallest contributor.
The only two fuels aﬀected by the carbon price are RE-LNG and fossil
diesel. While the CO2 cost has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the price of the
fossil diesel in all cases, it has a negligible eﬀect on the LCOM of the RELNG systems. Fossil diesel introduces a new carbon source into the
atmosphere resulting in all the stored carbon being factored into the
carbon cost. RE-LNG, rather, is created from recycled atmospheric
carbon resulting in a carbon neutral fuel. It has a carbon cost associated
with it because the 2% that is released to the atmosphere has 25 times
the greenhouse gas impact of an equivalent mass of CO2 that is released.
The fuel cells show very similar trends as the internal combustion
engines. Fig. 3 illustrates the results of the LCOM calculations for all the
fuels used in fuel cells. The fossil diesel presented in this ﬁgure is representative of the costs of the fossil diesel ICE as that is the type of
engine currently most used in international shipping.
The hydrogen fueled vessels are again the vessels that are most affected by the cargo price and least aﬀected by the fuel price. Due to
increased eﬃciencies on the ships due to the fuel cells, however, the
relative portion of the fuel cost and cargo have decreased in relation to

Fig. 2. LCOM in 2030 and 2040 for all fuel types used in an ICE on short sea vessels (a), on deep-sea vessels (b) and on container ships (c).
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Fig. 3. LCOM in 2030 and 2040 for all fuel types used in an FC on short-sea vessels (a), on deep-sea vessels (b) and on container ships (c).

reduced in size compared to RE-FT-diesel internal combustion engines.
In 2040, the diﬀerence is more signiﬁcant than in 2030.
The short-sea vessels have the most expensive LCOM. The container
ships have the second most expensive LCOM. The deep-sea vessels have
the least expensive LCOM. This is due, in large part, to the average
carrying capacity of the ships and the average annual distance traveled.
Short-sea vessels have the lowest average carrying capacity at 3629
DWT, followed by container ships at 79,809 DWT and then deep-sea
vessels at 95,076 DWT [1]. The annual distance traveled follows a
diﬀerent trend with container ships traveling the longest average distance at 154,641 km, deep sea vessels traveling 112,980 km and short
sea vessels traveling 82,802 km on average [1].
It was found that while fuel costs dominated the LCOM of all the
vessels, the capex and opex had the strongest inﬂuence on the LCOM of
the container ship. The carbon price, which signiﬁcantly aﬀects the
LCOM for fossil diesel engines has a negligible eﬀect on the LCOM of
the RE-LNG fuel cell or internal combustion engine, but depends on the
methane leakage rate, which needs to be minimized in any case.
Many of the alternative fuel technologies become signiﬁcantly more

everything else. Less fuel is needed which results in less cargo space lost
and less fuel purchased. Table 2 shows the cargo space lost by utilizing
each fuel.
Alternatively, the increased price of the fuel cell technology when
compared to conventional engines, results in a signiﬁcant increase in
the relative portion of engine capex to the total LCOM. The change from
2030 to 2040 in total LCOM for all the technologies is signiﬁcant when
compared to the change in costs between the ICE technologies. A predicted signiﬁcant increase in FC eﬃciency, lower fuel production costs,
and signiﬁcantly lower costs of capex for the FC are the signiﬁcant
contributors to this change.
Table 2 shows the additional space required for each of the fuels.
The percentages represent the amount of the DWT available that is
taken up by the additional alternative fuel required. A 1 kg/L volume to
weight conversion was used for all the fuels to compare it to the
available DWT on the vessels. The increased conversion eﬃciencies in
the fuel cells and the internal combustion engines decreases the amount
of cargo space lost to alternative fuels. In the case of RE-FT-diesel FC,
there is potential for marginal cost savings as the fuel tanks can be
Table 2
Additional cargo space lost to fuel for each vessel type in 2030 (top) and 2040 (bottom).

Additional cargo space lost to fuel 2030 [m3]
Vessel DWT

Engine type

RE-FT-Diesel

RE-LNG

RE-LH2

RE-MeOH

Short-Sea

3629

Deep-Sea

95,076

Container Ship

79,809

ICE
FC
ICE
FC
ICE
FC

0 (0%)
−14 (−0.4%)
0 (0%)
−116 (−0.1%)
0 (0%)
−96 (−0.1%)

89 (2.5%)
66 (1.8%)
716 (0.8%)
531 (0.6%)
594 (0.7%)
441 (0.6%)

483 (13.3%)
412 (11.3%)
3887 (4.1%)
3313 (3.5%)
3226 (4.0%)
2749 (3.5%)

196 (5.4%)
163 (4.5%)
1579 (1.7%)
1311 (1.4%)
1310 (1.6%)
1088 (1.4%)

Additional Cargo Space lost to fuel 2040 [m3]
Vessel DWT

Engine type

RE-FT-Diesel

RE-LNG

RE-LH2

RE-MeOH

Short-Sea

3629

Deep-Sea

95,076

Container Ship

79,809

ICE
FC
ICE
FC
ICE
FC

0 (0%)
−31 (−0.9%)
0 (0%)
−249 (−0.3%)
0 (0%)
−206 (−0.3%)

87 (2.4%)
38 (1.0%)
701 (0.7%)
305 (0.3%)
582 (0.7%)
253 (0.3%)

473 (13.0%)
385 (10.6%)
3805 (4.0%)
3101 (3.3%)
3157 (4.0%)
2573 (3.2%)

178 (4.9%)
162 (4.5%)
1434 (1.5%)
1311 (1.4%)
1190 (1.5%)
1088 (1.4%)
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The lowest cost option is 2040 PEM FC in all technology combinations. In 2040, the carbon neutral fuels can potentially replace fossil
alternatives at prices as low as approximately 75 USD/bbl of oil. Most
of the technologies become competitive with an oil price between 110
and 130 USD/bbl and a carbon price of 75 €/tCO2. Historical crude oil
prices in the past 10 years have ranged from as high as 140 USD/bbl to
as low as 36 USD/bbl [49]. All the technological options are predicted
to be competitive within this range in 2040.

competitive between 2030 and 2040. Table 3 shows how the various
technologies compare to fossil diesel with GHG emission cost implemented in each year for 2030. The LCOM of each of the technologies
were compared to an ICE powered by fossil diesel with a CO2 price of
61 €/tCO2 in 2030 and 75 €/tCO2 in 2040.
Table 3 shows that the most cost-eﬀective options for switching to
renewable fuels is RE-LH2 fuel cells for short-sea and deep-sea vessels.
The container ship is not competitive in large part due to the larger
installed power capacity and the larger fuel consumption. It is, however, only 2% more expensive than the fossil diesel ICE with CO2 price.
The LCOM price develops further in 2040. The results can be found in
Table 4.
Based on the expected oil price from Bloomberg in both 2030 and
2040, hydrogen looks to be the most competitive option in both years
either in a fuel cell or in an internal combustion engine, particularly on
short sea vessels. Further development is needed on both technologies
for them to be widely used in the maritime industry. In 2040, the
second closest technology to being economically feasible is the RE-LNG
FC for both the short sea and the deep-sea vessels. The methanol ICE is
the second most competitive for the container ship ﬂeet. While most
technology was not competitive in 2030, 2040 showed a notable
change in feasibility. While hydrogen engines and fuel cells were the
only ones shown to outcompete traditional fossil fuels with a carbon
price, all the other engine options other than RE-FT-Diesel ICE on short
sea vessels and RE-FT-Diesel FC on container ships are within 20% of
the base case fossil diesel with CO2 price. With marginal improvements
compared to the assumptions made in this study, e.g. increased eﬃciency or decreased costs, many of the proposed technologies may be
more competitive than fossil diesel with a CO2 price.
The expected improvements in fuel costs, engine and fuel cell eﬃciency and engine and fuel cell capex from 2030 to 2040 changes the
economic competitiveness of RE-FT-Diesel. Most ship engines today run
on heavy fuel oil or diesel. In 2030, the least cost option becomes hydrogen. In 2040, however, the RE-FT-Diesel ICE becomes less than 20%
more expensive than its fossil diesel equivalent with a CO2 price.
The results thus far are based on the crude oil price assumptions
made in the Bloomberg report for 2030 and 2040. Unexpected changes
in fuel prices can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the proﬁtability of each of the
technological solutions. Fig. 4 shows at which crude oil price in 2030
and 2040 the various ICE and FC technologies become competitive.

4. Discussion
4.1. Sensitivity analysis
Four main parameters were investigated to determine their ﬁnal
eﬀect on LCOM for the diﬀerent technology options: the distance the
ship travels between refueling, the shipping market conditions, the fuel
prices, and the engine types. The focus was to determine how sensitive
the results are to changes in any of these parameters.
The two parameters that were the most aﬀected by the distance the
ship travels between refueling were the tank capex and the freight rate.
It was determined that the distance traveled by the ship between refueling had a negligible impact on which fuel-engine combination
provided the best LCOM. Figs. 2 and 3 show that the tank capex is
insigniﬁcant for all the ship options when compared to the contributions of the other cost factors.
The other cost factor that is inﬂuenced by distance traveled, the
shipping rate, is also aﬀected by the shipping market conditions. In the
study, the average shipping rate price of 1662 USD/TEU was calculated
based on the data of a shipment from Asia to Europe and Asia to North
America. These both can be considered long distance routes. The
highest value analyzed for a freight rate was 2429 USD/TEU and the
lowest was 684 USD/TEU. The short sea vessels may have lower rates
per unit volume due to the shorter distances traveled. Likewise, the
cargo carried may inﬂuence the freight rate. More expensive equipment
needed on chemical tankers, for example, may require the shipping
company to charge a premium for the cargo. As the money lost to cargo
space is a function of freight rate and cargo space lost, the long-distance
vessels are more strongly aﬀected. Regardless, it was found that the
cargo space money lost did not have a signiﬁcant impact on the LCOM
enough to inﬂuence it more than a few percentage points towards or

Table 3
2030 relative cost of alternative fuel choices and technology selections compared to fossil diesel with a CO2 price as the baseline. The green
boxes designate the options that are cheaper than the fossil diesel with CO2 price. The yellow boxes designate fuel options that are less than
20% more expensive than the fossil diesel with CO2 tax and the red boxes designate the options that are over 20% more expensive than the
fossil diesel with CO2 price.
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Table 4
2040 relative cost of alternative fuel choices and technology selections compared to fossil diesel with a CO2 price as the baseline. The green
boxes designate the options that are cheaper than the fossil diesel with CO2 price. The yellow boxes designate fuel options that are less than
20% more expensive than the fossil diesel with CO2 tax and the red boxes designate the options that are over 20% more expensive than the
fossil diesel with CO2 price.

had expected over the past several years. This caused a signiﬁcant decrease in the cost of renewable electricity. If PV and wind LCOE continue to drop faster than experts predict, it will decrease the average
cost of all of the synthetic fuels further increasing their competitiveness
against fossil fuels. Latest market insights [50] indicate that the real PV
capex will be about 20% lower in 2030 and 2040 than the assumptions
in Fasihi et al. [34–37] which leads to about 5–10% lower synfuel costs
and respectively to 3–8% lower LCOM.
The second most signiﬁcant aspect is the capex of the ICE or FC
technology. In 2030, the ICE was forecasted to outperform all their FC
counterparts in every scenario except for with RE-LH2. By 2040, however, the FC technology is expected to maintain a lower LCOM than
their ICE counterparts in all cases based on the technology forecasts for
2040. Signiﬁcant improvements in both eﬃciency and cost reduction
for all fuel cell technologies are necessary to meet the LCOM values
calculated for 2030 and 2040. Internal combustion engines, however,
do not require as much development and their development is more
easily projected. This may result in the predictions for ICE being more
reliable than the assumptions for FC which could signiﬁcantly impact
the results of the study. The sensitivity analysis of the capex’s eﬀect on
the LCOM is presented in Fig. 6.
Engine capex varying 10% above or below the base case capex assumption had a marginal eﬀect on the LCOM results. The FC were more
strongly impacted with the higher costing SOFC types being the most
aﬀected. Even the ICE/FC with the highest capex, however, did not
change the LCOM appreciably when the input parameters was increased or decreased by 10%.

away from the fossil diesel base case LCOM.
The main driver of the proﬁtability of each of the technology
choices was the fuel price. The high fuel price drove the technology not
to be competitive against the fossil fuel option. Fig. 5 shows how a
change in the fuel cost would aﬀect the overall LCOM for each of the
propulsion options.
For many of the fuel types, the change in LCOM varies almost directly with a change in the input value, e.g. a 1% decrease in the input
value results in an approximate 1% change in overall LCOM for the fuelICE/FC combination. The data followed a similar trend for the eﬃciency, e.g. an increase in eﬃciency resulted in a decrease of LCOM due
to the less fuel required.
Using the 2040 assumptions, the cost of RE-FT-Diesel would have to
be under 70 €/MWh for both FC and ICE to be economically advantageous on all platforms other than FC on container ships. Its projected
price is approximately 88.8 €/MWh, which is about 27% above the
necessary price for full competitiveness. RE-LNG price would have to
decrease to 60 €/MWh while its current prediction is 78 €/MWh, which
is 30% above full competitiveness. RE-MeOH would need to decrease in
price 26% to 62 €/MWh while its current prediction is 78 €/MWh for
the fuel to be economically competitive in all ship options other than
fuel cells on container ships. FC on container ships required the price to
drop another several €/MWh in these three cases to become economically viable replacements for fossil diesel ICE. Container ships had a
higher average installed power than short-sea or deep-sea vessels. The
coupling of these two factors resulted in the LCOM’s decreased sensitivity to the fuel price. RE-LH2 was already determined from the base
case assumptions in the model to already be an economical replacement
for diesel fuel by 2040. If the fuel cells follow the expected economic
trend, then hydrogen becomes economically viable even in 2030 for
short-sea vessels and deep-sea vessels. This is largely attributed to the
cost of the fuel cell being signiﬁcantly lower that the SOFC option,
which means that the engine capex was not as large of a contributing
factor to the LCOM.
The fuel prices could be reduced further if the byproducts of the fuel
productions were captured and sold. Several of the processes generate
waste heat as well as byproducts such as oxygen. The global market for
O2 production was not understood well enough at the time this paper
was written by Fasihi et al. to understand its potential eﬀect on the fuel
price. Additionally, the price of PV has dropped faster than most experts

4.2. Comparison to other results
Vergara et al. [2] sought to reduce GHG emissions through using
cleaner versions of fuels which results in fewer emissions. Taljegard
et al. [4] evaluated the economics of switching the fuel to alternatives
and found that it is can be economical to start switching fuels in the
next decade. They found that LNG or MeOH would be the most likely
substitutes in the marine industry up to 2050. Biofuels were discounted
largely because they were better utilized in other sectors and it was
assumed that hydrogen was discounted for a variety of other reasons.
They investigated hydrogen that is produced from biomass, natural gas,
coal, oil, and solar and found none of them to be viable options. Based
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Fig. 4. Crude oil price necessary for ICE (left) and FC (right) technologies to be economically competitive for short-sea vessels (a, b), deep-sea vessels (c, d) and container ships (e, f) in
2030 and 2040.

Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis of fuel price eﬀect on LCOM for ICE (a) and FC (b) in 2030.

solar-wind plant to cost as little as 38 €/MWh in Argentina. Taljegard
et al. [4] forecasted the price of H2 from solar to be over 81 €/MWh in
their model. It was the most expensive fuel option per unit of energy

on our analysis, hydrogen is the least cost solution in a carbon neutral
system. A major reason for this discrepancy is the price of the H2. In our
model, Fasihi et al. calculated the price of RE-LH2 from a combined
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis of engine capex on LCOM for ICE (a) and FC (b) in 2030.

sulfur-free fuel which can meet the most stringent IMO regulations. Of
all the technology and fuel combinations investigated, RE-LH2 PEM FC
is the most cost-eﬀective choice in both 2030 and 2040. A sensitivity
analysis conducted on the capex and fuel price showed that any changes
in fuel price can have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the overall LCOM of any of
the vessels and a change in the capex of the engine or fuel cell has a
marginal eﬀect on the LCOM of the vessel. Biofuels are often considered
when determining how to reduce maritime GHG emissions. The projected cost of those biomass-based fuels will be more expensive than
synthetic fuels in certain cases and less expensive in others. The fuels
need to be compared on an individual basis.
While fuel cell technologies look promising, signiﬁcant technological hurdles need to be overcome and a development timeline needs to
be followed for PEM FC to match predictions. Fuel cells are less developed than ICE which make their predictions less reliable.
In addition to being ﬁnancially competitive and meeting the emission reduction standards, we found that there is signiﬁcant worldwide
capacity to produce the synfuel required. According to our results, solar
and wind energy in Argentina alone can produce all of the hydrogen
needed for the recorded 2012s shipping energy demand for between 38
and 49 €/MWh. The price of the fuel production increases rapidly with
the volume produced, however, low-price fuel can be produced through
using other optimal locations in the world, such as Maghreb, Horn of
Africa and Western Australia. These proposed systems can all become
much more economically competitive largely through addressing the
fuel cost. Increased engine or fuel cell eﬃciency as well as optimization
of the fuel creation technology can have a signiﬁcant impact on lowering the main contributor to LCOM in all cases.

and the cheapest of our fuel options. García-Olivares et al. [21] considered RE-based hydrogen and RE-LNG for a 100% RE transportation
marine sector, but preferred ﬁnally RE-LNG due to infrastructure concerns regarding hydrogen. GHG emissions of methane leakage had been
neglected by García-Olivares et al., however this research found cost of
1.8–2.7% of related RE-LNG LCOM depending on vessel type and CO2
price, which does not fully reduce the cost gap to RE-LH2.
Many of the technologies being analyzed in these studies are not
widely utilized on ships which has led to some speculation about projected technology costs and consequently their use in the future.
Further development of each of these technologies is necessary to determine their cost eﬀectiveness in solving emission problems. In addition, the study does not account for the infrastructure required for any
of the fuel options, unlike in the Taljegard et al. [4] model. Currently, as
fossil fuel diesel, heavy fuel oil, and natural gas are major fuel sources
for propulsion and heating, there is already extensive infrastructure in
place in many parts of the world. Introducing a marine fuel such as
hydrogen or methanol will require additional and costly infrastructure
to be installed. Currently, RE-FT-diesel and RE-LNG have the highest
LCOM if the fuel was available directly to the ships wherever the ships
are in the world. The cost of LH2 infrastructure for transmission and
storage may increase its fuel price. The second most promising method
of reducing emissions, particularly GHG, in the maritime industry is
through using biofuels. While Vassilev and Vassileva [9] found that
there are several technological hurdles to overcome prior to biomass
becoming a signiﬁcant fuel source in the transportation sector, the IEA
forecasted the price of biofuels out to 2050 using today’s technology
and their expectations for that technology in the future. The IEA’s report [8] projecting the cost of biofuels into the future ﬁnds that biomass-based synthetic gas can be produced for between 63 and 74 €/
MWh in 2030 and between 58 and 69 €/MWh in 2040. This results in a
price higher than the projection from Fasihi et al. [34–37]. The advanced biodiesel projections from the IEA were compared to Fasihi
et al.’s results which showed that in both the high price and the lowprice forecasts, the biomass-based fuels outcompeted the fuels produced
from wind and solar. The IEA [8] forecasted a price of 67–83 €/MWh in
2030 and 64–78 €/MWh in 2040 whereas Fasihi et al. [34–37] forecasted 96 €/MWh in 2030 and 89 €/MWh in 2040. Based on the information gathered, the RE-based synthetic fuels have the lower emissions outputs and can be more competitive than their biomass-based
counterparts.
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